
Sound is a healing tool, and the voice, when used consciously is a particularly powerful healing tool. There is an awakening of
the divine feminine within that reclaiming of the power of our voices that can create beautiful transformations. 
Today, I'll talk to you about sound healing, creativity, the divine feminine, and the archetypal healer path. 
I essentially work with women who are on one of five archetypal paths. And these are soul paths. These are these paths that call
to you to listen more deeply the voice of your soul, and help you differentiate the voice of your soul from the voice of intuition,
instinct, ego, the emotions, the mind and more. 
For example, you might be listening to the voice of your inner shame. The voice of shame has a very particular voice. Or you
might be listening to anything from guilt to the voice of your organs. Every organ, every part of you, is nuanced, and has
something to say. 
To hear the voice of your soul and your spirit among the cacophony inside can be quite challenging, especially when one voice
is loud when you're having a difficult life experience. 
For example, if there's guilt involved, or something like the idea of “I'm not enough”, (that’s a really common one), and that
voice is loud, then that inner dialogue can distract you from taking the actions you need to or creating in the way that you want
to create. 

Sound healing as a vibrational reset
One thing that sound healing can do is provide a reset, so that at a vibrational level, there's a greater harmony between all the
inner voices and all the systems of the body. Then the body becomes more cohesive, more peaceful, so you can hear what's
going on more clearly. 
This happens too when we're beset from the external world "Do this, do this, gotta gotta gotta gotta" and "this idea is right", or
"this idea is trendy", and so on. Shiny objects, external voice syndrome. Sound healing has this incredible capacity to calm down
the movements of energy inside your body. 
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The Healer Path is very much about you and the “Nurture Medicine” that you offer the world.
 I'm assuming that if you're here on this summit, then your healing gifts, even if you may not be just a healer, (it may be a
primary path, or it may be a secondary path or a third path), but your healing gifts are essential to what you do.
 There's a quote from Rudolf Steiner, the amazing Austrian philosopher, psychic and creator which says, 

"What has been lost is the knowledge that in reality (man), human beings, when they
come into the world, are essentially beings who need to be healed". 

I absolutely agree with this because if we're spiritual vibrations, and we incarnate into matter, simply by incarnating, and by
being born into a physical body, we have an experience of separation. 
The spiritual part of us is essentially a unity experience. The human part of us is a separated experience and we can be separated
into a lot of different aspects of self. 

Healing is a process by which we call in the separated paths, the, the parts that got lost somewhere along the line or distracted or
are in emotional pain or physical pain, all those human Earth survival experiences. Sound healing can call those pieces back in to
be closer to our soul, wisdom, our soul voice and our spirit light, and our spirit calling. 
I absolutely agree with this idea that healing is fundamental to everybody on the planet. 
I also believe that as an intuitive you have the capacity to heal, whether you are a healer or not. Healers are important. Their
physical, vibrational, emotional, psychological soul and spiritual healing knowledge is important. Developing some healing
skills is really vital. 

Your key takeaways
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The Goddesses of Creativity - which goddesses support creativity? 

Every goddess supports creativity because the feminine itself is aligned with the creative principle because of the mystery of
birth. 
In ancient times the feminine, the goddess was the governor of the cyclical process of birth, growth, (growth to me is creativity,
the creative energy), survival, and then death and rebirth. That in itself, that mystery, that cycle of the triple Goddess, and the
five mystery stations in that process, is the essence of creativity. Creativity is essentially when we bring things into form. 
Bringing something into material form is a creative process. Something is formed or birthed whether it's an idea or concept, a
feeling of a human and animal, a plant, a movement, or a business. This is the creative process at work. 
Sound is a complement to this because sound essentially is energy. The creative process is energy in movement. It's not static.
Creativity, as I said, is aligned with growth and movement. The process of how we move and how material things come into
form, and the particular movements of that, has profound wisdom inherent in it. Sound IS vibrational wisdom. 

Sophia 
Wisdom is traditionally a goddess - Sophia, the principle of wisdom. Wisdom is embodied knowledge, and how to embody our
knowledge. Everything is vibration. Everything in us is sound. In Sanskrit, “Brahman means the world is sound”. We don't
always hear like we hear another person’s voice through. With our conventional hearing we hear loud noises, we hear birds, we
hear the noises of the world around us. But our material form, our material elements are held together by the little energy
movements, the vibrations, and everything has a signature form or a signature, energetic kind of creative identity. Sound takes
us into that realm.

Isis
As far as the goddess is concerned, in ancient Egyptian mythology, for instance, ISIS is the High Priestess of rebirth and she's
the one who learns magic words of power from the Creator, and the secret names and so she used to create with the words of
power and the secret Names of God.

Tara
In Buddhism, Green Tara or Tara represents the feminine form of the sound OM which is personified as the goddess. OM is the
goddess and it's regarded as the word of earthly and spiritual power. Tara shows us how to understand the power of sound, the
meaning of mantras, and how to use them righteously.
The three Norns
In the Viking tradition, the Norse tradition, Odin, the Norse god of Wisdom, receives his knowledge of the Runes, (and the
Runes are speech and writing - not sound as Tara governs – but about articulated language), from the three Norns. The Norns
are ancient High Priestesses who guard the wealth of wisdom held within the Runes, and sit beneath, the mighty Tree of Life.
They represent the Triple Goddess, and they guard the wealth of knowledge. They offer this knowledge which is essentially the
knowledge of sound, the knowledge of words of power, the knowledge of the secrets and the mysteries of frequency. 
Women held these powers. The goddesses were offering these as creative steps in human evolution. My personal opinion, of
course, is that it's time for women especially, and everybody to reclaim what I would call the creative, feminine powers of
sound. My way of teaching that is through reclaiming the voice. 


